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This drawing is purely for discussion purposes only. It is not to be taken as a proposal for construction detailing, and instead it is primarily intended to convey the overall spatial layout of the building or parts of it. Please refer to the developed production information drawings for detail, construction and measurement purposes.
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A 28.07.14 TGW GM Heights of halls confirmed.
B 04.08.14 TGW GM Adjustment of roof and parapet heights
C 11.08.14 TGW GM Repositioning of fall protection railing and addition of PV Panels and roof walkway.
D 20.08.14 TGW GM Window and mechanical ventilation alterations
E 10.09.14 SAR GM Updated to incorporate daylight and ventilation requirements
F 19.01.15 TGW GM Changes following DTM 14/01/15. External store and plantroom stair updated
G 21.04.15 TGW GM Altered to incorporate planners comments
Indicative location of external store

‘Tilt and turn’ type windows to facilitate cleaning from inside the building.
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1. Proposed East Elevation
2. Proposed North Elevation
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Roof light location
Rain water hopper
1100mm high fall protection railing
Parapet 1100mm high

NB: M&E plant to be added together with walkways when agreed

KEY:
15 No. 1500mm x 1500mm south facing PV Panels at a 30° tilt.

30m²
Maintenance walkway. Sarnafil walkway pads or similar to be 1200mm wide

Lockable roof access gate
Secure plant room and roof access stair
1100mm high parapet lower level

Main hall roof 892mm above main school roof

Fall protection rail 1100mm high above main roof
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Site Boundary
Proposed residential development
Location of 6 x 4 m wildlife pond with secure perimeter fencing and lockable gate.